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Most chronic diseases and health disorders at early stages are either asymptomatic or have 

long latency periods, especially among the older age groups. This eventually becomes 

difficult to handle at later stages and in some cases even becomes the cause of death. Even 

though cloud-based smart systems have delivered promising results in the field of 

healthcare monitoring, due to high latency, network congestion, poor user control, etc. 

smart systems fail to meet the required needs. Especially in old-age homes, where 24/7 

service is required, healthcare facilities need robust, prompt, and real-time smart systems. 

This paper proposes a multi-layered cloud-edge architecture for old-age homes that 

operates on smart systems to detect anomalies, predict future risks, and process data across 

the doctor, patient, and the cloud in real-time. The device operates mostly on the edge 

layers to process patient information using neural networks and send alerts to the end-user 

based on predictions and anomalies before sending the aggregated data to the cloud. The 

proposed framework includes smart devices which are facilitated with responsive user 

interfaces which keep the patients and doctors in complete control of the smart system 

while maintaining efficient data communication and security. This paper also compares 

the latency delay between IoT devices and cloud, also between IoT devices and edge 

devices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of countries are experiencing an increase in 

the cost of long-term care and health care, as well as a decline 

in the number of health professionals. Throughout the world, 

healthcare systems are confronted with persistent challenges 

that impair the delivery of care pertaining to healthcare [1, 2]. 

The term "old age" is frequently used to refer to increased 

demand for social and medical assistance, as well as for 

housing and residential care, as well as changes in the family 

structure and communal existence. The existence of 

comprehensive and accurate Information is critical for 

determining a person's health status. Seniors, enhancing their 

health-related quality of life, health in intelligent environments, 

monitoring systems become a necessity alternative to 

conventional healthcare [3]. The current proliferation of data 

and communication technologies, as well as embedded 

systems, is resulting in the development of a novel technology 

dubbed the Internet of Things.  

IoT enables communication between users and physical 

objects, as well as between virtual platforms [4-6]. Numerous 

domains are utilising the Internet of Things model as the 

primary data acquisition process in the modern environment. 

These domains are considered to be a part of the developing 

digital community [7-9]. Due to the rapid development of IoT-

centric systems, several viable studies have been conducted on 

medicinal and sensing components, as well as smart healthcare. 

Due to rising healthcare costs and the prevalence of numerous 

ailments, it is necessary to transition healthcare from a hospital 

based model to a patient centered one [10-13]. On the basis of 

disease management and personal well-being, a technique was 

presented that utilises the autonomous sensing capabilities of 

IoT devices to forecast the probability of severe disease [14]. 

The various utilities of IoT are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Utilities of IoT 

1.1 Shift from cloud to edge computing 

Edge computing is a term that refers to computing as a 
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distributed paradigm. It enables data storage and compute 

power to be brought closer to the device or data source where 

they are most needed [15-17]. The cloud does not process data 

and filters it through distant data centres; rather, the cloud 

comes to you. This distribution avoids lag and conserves 

bandwidth [18]. It processes the data close to the data source 

rather than in a centralised cloud [19-21]. It acts as a bridge 

between IoT devices and the cloud as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Edge-cloud architecture 

 

The accessibility of edge devices alleviates the 

computational load on remote data centers. There will be a 

decrease in latency and an increase in average response time 

[22]. Edge computing is distinct from cloud computing for two 

primary reasons: time sensitive and data volume. The speed at 

which a decision must be made precludes the lag that normally 

occurs as data is collected by an edge device, transferred 

unmodified to a central cloud, and then processed before being 

returned to the edge device for execution. The huge amount of 

data collected is too large to send to a cloud in its original state. 

 

1.2 Significance of edge computing in the IoT 

 

Edge computing is supposed to act as the strategic brain of 

the Internet of Things. At the moment, the primary research 

focus is on determining the role of edge computing in IoT [23]. 

Edge computing can be used to reduce the total quantity of 

data transferred to the cloud and the latency.  

Data Acquisition: Sensors are edge devices, which collect 

and analyse streaming data in real time, as well as take 

immediate actions or process the data. As a result, we can 

increase productivity and rapidly prevent product defects [24, 

25]. 

Inferential Controls: Any edge device must include 

inferential controls. They refer to a device's ability to 

accurately interpret objects in its environment. Additionally, 

these controls interact with an infrastructure that is managed 

by another entity [26, 27]. However, bringing inferential 

capability to edge devices is challenging due to the fact that it 

is context-dependent.  

Data Analysis: Real-time data analysis is enabled by edge 

computing. Analyzing data at the point of collection can help 

reduce the latency associated with the generation of 

information from the collected data [28, 29]. As a result, edge 

devices can collect and analyse data from nearby devices, 

enabling decision makers to deliver actionable insights more 

quickly than ever before. Additionally, because data is 

analyzed locally, edge devices can help reduce network 

bandwidth and costs.  

Decision Making: After analyzing data locally, edge 

devices must make critical strategic decisions [30, 31]. In real-

time processing, the response time would be high if data is sent 

to the cloud for processing and decision-making. So the he 

data needs to be analyzed locally on any edge device.  

Enhanced Data Security: When data is transferred to 

another country for processing, data insecurity increases [32]. 

In edge computing, data gathering and analysis are carried out 

locally. There is no extensive routing involved, making it 

simple to identify any suspicious activity [32]. Implementing 

necessary actions prior to a security breach becomes simple as 

well. 

In order to evaluate different computing paradigms, 

different evaluation parameters were considered [33-35]. 

Evaluation parameters and their description is shown in Figure 

3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Evaluation parameters 
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Comparison between cloud and edge computing [36, 37] 

based on various evaluation parameters is described in Table 

1. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between cloud and edge computing 

 
Evaluation 

Parameters 

Cloud 

Computing 

Edge 

Computing 

Context Awareness No High 

Geo-distribution Centralized Distributed 

Latency High Low 

Mobility Support No/limited Yes 

Distance Multi hop Single hop 

Scalability Yes Yes 

Flexibility Yes Yes 

Deployment Cost High High 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

summarizes the related work. Section 2 is particularly focused 

on health monitoring using smart devices. Edge computing for 

enhanced interactive systems is described Sections 3. Section 

4 described the need for edge computing in interactive systems. 

Section 5 describes the proposed architecture. Section 6 

describes about the process flow in the architecture. Section 7 

and 8 illustrates the smart watch interface design and cloud 

dashboard. Result and analysis are given in Section 9.  

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

 

Recent advances in sensor and wireless technologies have 

paved the way for the development of for monitoring elderly 

people. Wan et.al, describes numerous studies have been 

conducted on daily activity reminder applications for the 

elderly, dementia, and Alzheimer's patients. Shu et.al explains 

a system for monitoring sleep quality in real time, as 

determined by breathing rate, bed position, and heart rate. The 

generated data is wirelessly communicated to a cloud platform, 

analysed, and compared to previous periods. A ZigBee-based 

intelligent home application is being developed to monitor the 

activity of dementia elderly people [38, 39]. 

A smart home application devoted to sleep, named "Smart 

Bedroom," assists healthcare solution designers and 

developers in defining technology-enabled futuristic 

healthcare strategies for serving and improving the quality of 

life of elderly people [40, 41]. Another similar work describes 

an IoT based pillow for monitoring sleep quality [42, 43]. This 

fascinating application demonstrates how any object in the 

home can be made "smart" and used to provide data to the 

patient in a non-intrusive manner [44]. 

 

 

3. HEALTH MONITORING USING A SINGLE SMART 

DEVICE 

 

Our smart watch monitors some basic vitals of our users 

which are very essential to analyze user’s health in real-time 

and alert them if there are any abnormalities. There are seven 

vitals which our smart watch monitors they are temperature, 

ECG, SpO2 Levels, Blood Pressure, Glucose, Hemoglobin 

Levels, Red Blood Cells Count. If there are any abnormalities 

in the above parameters the alerts and data will be seen by the 

user and also sent to concerned doctor and the nurse who is 

taking of the user at the old age home 

 

3.1 Temperature monitoring 

 

Temperature monitoring involves the continuous 

monitoring of human body temperature. Human body 

regulates its core internal temperature itself which is also 

called as thermoregulation. Thermoregulation of human body 

plays a very important role in proper working of enzymes 

which in turn are the reason for proper metabolisms in the 

human body. According to medical professional’s body 

temperature is basic information used to know the patient’s 

health condition. For example, if user is infected with any 

diseases like COVID-19, dengue, malaria etc. first and far 

most abnormality in the body temperature of the user is seen. 

In our smart watch we are using skin temperature sensor to 

know the patient’s body temperature. Resistance Temperature 

Detectors, Thermocouples, Thermistors, Temperature sensor 

integrated these are the different types of contact-based 

temperature sensors which are widely used in the market 

nowadays: 

 

3.2 Spo2 levels monitoring 

 

Spo2 level is a measure of amount of oxygen in the blood. 

It is also called as oxygen saturation levels. Many diseases like 

COVID-19, anemia, heart diseases, pulmonary embolism, 

asthma etc. affect Spo2 levels of humans. Abnormalities in 

Spo2 levels may also lead to Hypoxemia, Hypoxia etc. Hence, 

it’s very essential to measure Spo2 levels of the user.  

Our Smart watch uses photo plethysmography (PPG) 

technique for pulse oximetry where we can know the oxygen 

levels in the user’s blood along with that we can even see the 

pulse of the user. PPG sensors emit infrared light using LED 

which penetrates into the skin and blood vessels and helps to 

detect volumetric changes in blood. Since, the pulse rate 

results here are less accurate we are using ECG sensor for heart 

rhythm and heart rate monitoring. Hence, if there are any 

abnormalities user, doctor and nurse get notified.  

 

3.3 Electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) monitoring 

 

We are using Electrical heart rate sensor for ECG which 

helps us to know the heart rhythm, it’s electrical activity and 

very accurate heart rate. Along with these we can even see 

cardiogram in our watch’s display. This sensor uses PPG 

technique by sending green light and infrared light, and 

measures the amount of light absorbed by the blood. ECG 

sensor measures electrical signals in the user’s blood in order 

to measure heart rate and helps us to know the timing and 

strength of the heart rate. According to medicine there are 

great advantages in monitoring heart rate of a patient. Because 

many diseases like arrhythmias, Aorta disease and Marfan 

syndrome, Coronary artery diseases etc. affect the heart rate. 

We can even observe heart rate abnormalities in people who 

are affected by COVID-19. ECG also helps if the user had met 

with any accidents like road accidents or may be accidents in 

washrooms like getting slipped and fell on the floor. So, ECG 

sensor in our smart watch monitors user’s heart rate 

continuously and alerts user, and also concerned nurse and 

doctor.  

 

3.4 Blood pressure monitoring 

 

Blood pressure is the pressure of blood against the walls of 

our arteries. There are two types of blood pressure Systolic 
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blood pressure and Diastolic blood pressure. Systolic blood 

pressure is pressure of blood exerted on the walls of arteries 

when the heart contracts and pumps blood into the arteries. 

Diastolic Blood pressure is pressure of blood exerted on the 

walls of arteries in between the heart beats. Abnormalities in 

blood pressure may lead to vomiting, dizziness, hypertension 

and sometimes this may also lead to some dangerous kidney 

problems. We use blood pressure monitoring sensors in our 

smart watch to know the systolic and diastolic blood pressures, 

and if there are any abnormalities notifications will be given 

to user, and concerned doctor and nurse. 

 

3.5 Glucose monitoring 

 

Nowadays technology has been improving a lot and non-

invasive methods were introduced to monitor glucose levels in 

our blood. We use molecular spectroscopy to know the 

glucose levels in the blood. Monitoring glucose levels of the 

users is very important because abnormalities in the glucose 

may lead to high or low sugar levels, high sugar levels may 

lead to diabetes. Sometimes High sugar levels may also 

damage blood vessels and nerves that control our heart. Hence, 

blood glucose levels monitoring is required so that if there are 

any abnormalities necessary steps would be taken like if blood 

sugar levels are high proper diet should be maintained to bring 

it normal levels. People who are taking medication for diabetes 

sometimes uses insulin, at some point their blood sugar gets 

very low patient may lose consciousness at that point our smart 

may be a life saver by alerting the concerned help and the 

doctor.  

 

3.6 Haemoglobin levels monitoring 

 

Haemoglobin level is the amount of Oxygen carrying 

protein molecules present in red blood cells. Abnormal 

haemoglobin levels indicate many health conditions like 

Polycythaemia, emphysema, kidney tumours, Dehydration, 

Hypoxia etc. In our smart watch we are using the sensor that 

works on Occlusion spectroscopy to know the haemoglobin 

levels in the blood.  

 

3.7 Red blood cells count monitoring 

 

Red blood cell count lets us know the count of red blood cell 

present in our body. Its units are millions per cubic millimetre. 

Abnormalities in Red blood cells (RBCs) may lead to 

symptoms such as fatigue, shortness of breath, joint pain 

weakness, increased heart rate etc. We are using photo 

plethysmography technique to monitor the RBC count. If there 

are any abnormalities our smart watch gives alerts to the user, 

nurse and concerned doctor. 

 

 

4. EDGE COMPUTING FOR ENHANCED 

INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS 

 

IoT acts as a network that connects physical devices, 

sensors, automobiles, electronic appliances in one closed 

circle embedded with software technologies, IoT devices 

usually collect and exchange data, but sometimes go even 

beyond the local network to include inter-layer 

communications and networking. Such as communicating 

between cloud and IoT devices, IoT gathers data and shares it 

with the cloud where all the data is processed and available for 

accessibility. However, in highly complex interactive systems 

such as health monitoring where the patient and doctor 

simultaneously access data and communicate with each other. 

Due to latency and privacy issues as discussed earlier, simply 

having a cloud-IoT interface would not be sufficient to handle 

such an enhanced system.  

Edge computing overcomes this, bringing the processing 

directly at the source enables users to directly communicate 

with the IoT device to get real-time results. In our proposed 

work many individual IoT devices would be used 

simultaneously on the edge layer to gather, analyze, and 

process data based on user inputs. This leads to building a huge 

edge network where patients and doctors at the old age homes 

interact with the devices and each other without involving the 

cloud. Managing a healthcare system at an old age home 

involves a greater probability of emergencies, which is why 

the system needs to be extremely prompt in handling requests 

and communicating with layers. All the monitored data is pre-

processed so that concise and summarised reports of the 

patient can be sent to the cloud. Once all the data is aggregated 

and filtered for the cloud, it enables users to interact with the 

cloud using edge layers. 

Our goal is to create an architecture in which data is 

processed seamlessly at the source and factors such as low 

latency and compromised security is not an issue when users 

are operating with the IoT devices. Proposed architecture is 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Proposed architecture 

 

The proposed architecture comprises primarily of 3 layers: 

Edge layer1, Edge layer2 and cloud network. 

Edge Layer 1 

The edge layer 1 is the building layer of our architecture; it 

involves all the necessary processing done on the IoT device 

along with the IoT device (Smart-watch). The smart watch is 

here acts as the IoT device since it consists of various sensors 

which are responsible for gathering all the necessary data from 

the individual who’s wearing it. All the data gathered is 

processed and analyzed on this edge layer directly on the smart 

watch. All the sensors work together for 3 main purposes: 

Anomaly sensing, data processing, and prediction. Based on 

the rules and severity, anomalies are detected and respective 

alerts are sent to the doctor or nurse assigned to that individual. 

Necessary feedback from the doctor is sent back directly to the 

patient. The data is analyzed and used for disease prediction, 

based on which the smart watch gives out suggestions to the 
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patient. Here to predict the disease and give out suggestions 

we use a Deep Belief Network (DBN). The structure of DBN 

includes 2 layers with the visible layer and the hidden layer; 

the nodes between the layers are fully connected, but the nodes 

within the same layer are not. DBN can select the network 

depth to improve the prediction analysis ability of various 

diseases associated with the model. A report of all the data is 

sent to the doctor or nurse for further evaluation the 

communication protocols used to transfer data from edge layer 

1 to the doctors are Z-Wave, Bluetooth, Lora, Siemens S7. 

Edge Layer 2 

The Edge layer works on a local network where data comes 

from the IoT device using Bluetooth, Wi-Fi. This layer is 

responsible for filtering and aggregating the incoming data and 

preparing it to be sent to the cloud. Data is temporarily stored 

on this layer, with the help of clustering algorithms this 

aggregated data is sent to the cloud layer for further analyzing 

and visualization. The edge layer 2 acts as an interface 

between the first layer and the cloud.  

Cloud Network 

The processed data from both the edge layers are then sent 

to the cloud platform. Here all the data in the cloud platform 

gets analyzed using neural network algorithms and is stored 

for other users to access at any point in time. Finally, doctors 

can receive a detailed report of all the people in the old age 

home, all the predictions and analyzed data is presented to the 

doctor in various graphical representations. This is done via 

various data visualization techniques from which patients and 

doctors can both get an overview of the health. 

The proposed architecture uses different protocols at each 

layer. We use Bluetooth LE and LoRa protocol to 

communicate between the edge layers (Edge layer 1 and Edge 

Layer 2). For sending the summarized and filtered date to the 

cloud we use the MQTT protocol. 

 

 

5. PROCESS FLOW 

 

The process flow of our architecture consists of various 

blocks which communicate with each other to build an 

efficient and enhanced health care monitoring system for old 

age homes. The major blocks in the process flow are shown in 

Figure 5. 

IoT Device (Smart watch): The smart watch is at the heart 

of the entire system and is a major part of the Edge layer 

1(device). It not only acts as an IoT device to gather all the 

patient data but also computes and communicates data with the 

various layers of our architecture. In the light of Covid-19, all 

our sensors present in the smart watch gather medical data of 

the patients non-invasively which makes the entire diagnosis 

contactless, thus making it safer. It comprises of 8 different 

sensors which gather necessary information about the patient 

(temperature, glucose levels, SPO2 levels, Heart Rate, RBC 

count, haemoglobin count, etc.). These parameters work with 

each other in 3 different module stages: Anomaly detection, 

data processing, and disease prediction. The watch is also 

responsible for communicating data across the layers. It works 

with different protocols to reach out to the various layers. 

Anomaly Detection: Anomaly detection is the process of 

detecting and signalling unexpected patterns or trends in the 

health of a patient. Each patient has a smart watch, which is 

periodically diagnosing the health based on various parameters. 

If there is an unexpected turn in the trend of the observations 

the watch defines that as an anomaly. It does this using a stored 

knowledge base (observations and readings of previous 

patients with similar conditions). When there is an anomaly 

detected in the patient's readings the watch sends an alert both 

to the doctor and the patient. Using a Neural Network also 

recommends suggestions of how to normalize the readings and 

how to maintain and restore health. This knowledge base can 

be modified by the doctors and nurses, enabling each device 

to give the best suggestion respective to their user. In case the 

severity is not high enough, and no alerts are generated the 

patient can manually send in alerts to the doctor. 

Data Processing: Once all the data and readings are 

gathered, they are processed in the smart watch to generate 

periodic reports and make predictions based on the readings. 

The reports and alerts generated are directly sent to the doctor 

from edge layer 1. This processed data is also used for the 

second edge layer for further aggregation and filtration. Since 

all the data is directly processed on the edge layer, the entire 

process is extremely quick and seamless. In case of an 

emergency, the doctors and nurses won’t have to wait for the 

data to reach the cloud and can receive all the data while it is 

still being processed on the edge layer. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Process flow 
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Disease Prediction: This module is responsible for 

analysing all the captured and processed data to predict any 

possible diseases that might be indicated via the readings of 

the patient. The doctors or nurses can define a rule base from 

which the probability of a disease can be calculated. In our 

proposed architecture, this rule base works closely with a Deep 

Belief Network (DBN) to predict future risks. With DBN all 

the variables are stored in unsupervised networks. The data on 

these networks are trained with a specified rule base given by 

the doctor to predict the probability of that disease particularly 

occurring.  

The idea is to prevent the disease in its latent stage before it 

gets severe. As soon as the DBN gives out a prediction or 

detects something abnormal, it gives out initial suggestions of 

how to start preventing the disease and at the same time, 

mentions it in the processed report which is intern sent to the 

doctor. Doctors can define a rule base once the data is available 

on the cloud or can even suggest medical assistance to that 

patient.  

Data Filtration and Aggregation: After all these processes 

are finished on edge layer 1, data is transferred to edge layer 2 

where data is aggregated and filtered out for storing in the 

cloud services. A summary of all the reports generated from 

layer 1 is divided into categories stored in clusters and sent to 

the cloud layer. 

Cloud Network: The cloud layer comprises of neural 

networks, all the data from the edge layer 2 layer is sent and 

further processed here for future storage. Since the major 

processing is done on the edge nodes, only the summarised 

reports of the patients are sent to the cloud, thereby having a 

low latency rate. Data visualization techniques are used on the 

cloud layer to visualize all the summarised data in the form of 

charts and graphs. This makes it easier for doctors to go 

through the patients. Based on the aggregated results, doctors 

can define rules and assign them to a particular patient on the 

cloud dashboard. 

 

 

6. SMART WATCH INTERFACE DESIGN  

 

The interface of our proposed smart watch for healthcare 

systems and how patient records are viewed and operated on 

the watch is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Smart watch interface design of data analysis and 

patient records 

 

The first screen is the dashboard of the smart watch, where 

the user can check the status of their health along with a list of 

parameters on which it was calculated. Each of the screens 

represents the readings of the various sensors present in the 

smart watch. Vibrant data visualization techniques are used to 

give the user a better understanding of their health such as 

Calendar wise reports, progress bars, graphical representation, 

etc. The interface was designed with keeping elderly people at 

priority; manual alert system gives out an alert to the 

respective doctor regarding that reading. Smart watch 

interface design for anomaly detection, prediction analysis, 

and alerts is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Smart watch interface design for anomaly 

detection, prediction analysis, and alerts 

 

Based on the patient records, doctors and nurses can set a 

rule base for the patient. According to the defined rule base the 

watch will give out daily reminders, progress status and 

suggestions to meet the conditions of the rule base. On 

anomaly detection the user gets an alert on their watch 

regarding the anomaly as well as tips to regulate the reading, 

the user is also given a choice to run required tests at any point 

of day. Based on the results of the diagnosis the watch will 

predict the risk of having a particular disease and suggest 

necessary remedies to prevent the disease form occurring. 

Also the alerts and the reports would be sent to the patient’s 

respective doctor/nurse. Since this would take place directly 

on the edge layer all of the requests and processing happens as 

the user is interacting with device with minimal latency. If the 

user wishes he/she can directly communicate with a doctor via 

the smart watch. 

 

 

7. CLOUD DASHBOARD 

 

The dashboard interface is directly connected to the cloud. 

All the aggregated and filtered data from the edge layer 2 is 

sent to the cloud which is accessible through the dashboard 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Cloud dashboard interface 

 

It’s extremely important for doctors to have access to this 

page. Here the doctor can get view of all the patients under 

him and can check their records and progress. Aggregated data 

is shown in the form of graphical representations and reports 
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which can be downloaded by the doctor. Apart from this the 

nurse/doctor can choose to define rules for a particular patient 

and assign prescriptions which will automatically be fed in the 

smart watch. 

 

 

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Since all the processing of data is done on the smart watch, 

all patient-specific rules generated by the doctors and nurses 

are directly sent on the watch, based on which the watch sends 

necessary alerts and reports to the edge and cloud layers. The 

tests were made on 2 parameters: (i) ECG and (ii) SPO2 levels. 

As mentioned above, ECG and SPO2 levels were calculated 

using photo plethysmography (PPG), by passing infrared rays 

through the wrist, and on basis of how much light the blood 

absorbs, the values were calculated. For SPO2 levels normal 

values range from 95 – 99% whereas for ECG the normal 

values range from 60 – 100 bpm. Any reading above the 

normal range is defined as an anomaly. Consequently, an alert 

is sent to the doctor regarding the anomaly. 

All the alerts are sent on the edge layer, which is why the 

latency is extremely low (25 - 30 ms). We tested the 

mechanism with large sample data and with heavier loads, 

which resulted in an average of 6 - 7 seconds for all the data to 

be transmitted on the edge layer. After all the tests are 

complete, reports are generated regarding the health of the 

patient. Due to heavier loads, this takes up an extra 1 – 2 

seconds for transmission. The filtered and aggregated data 

which is supposed to be sent to the cloud has the most latency 

among all. The Figure 9 below shows the comparison of all the 

3 types based on ECG and SPO2. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Graph depicting latency period of alerts and reports 

for ECG and SPO2 readings 

 

Comparing the results among cloud and edge layers brought 

promising outcomes. We had to test the latency IoT-Cloud 

communication versus Edge-Cloud communication. Using 

protocols like were MQTT, AMQP, CoAP, WebSocket, etc. 

delivered the best results. On the other hand, for 

communicating within the edge layers, the best results were 

given by Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, etc. To test out the 

communication latency, application requests were sent from 

each layer and respective round trip time (RTT) was calculated. 

It was noticed that as the frequency of application requests 

were increased so did the latency time for data transmission to 

the cloud layer. The average time was 80 ms and a sharp 

increase was noticed after more than 100 application requests 

were made. Whereas, while calculating for edge layers a 

steady latency was maintained with a gradual increase in 

latency as the requests increased. The average latency was a 

little over 20 ms which shows a drastic difference between 

transmission delay of cloud and edge layers as shown in 

Figures 10 and 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Graph depicting latency period between IoT-

cloud layers 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Graph depicting latency period between IoT-edge 

layers 

 

 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Even though cloud-based smart systems have delivered 

promising results in the field of healthcare monitoring, due to 

high latency, network congestion, poor user control, etc. smart 

systems fail to meet the required needs. In order to overcome 

this issue this paper proposes a multi-layered cloud-edge 

architecture for old-age homes that operates on smart systems 

to detect anomalies, predict future risks, and process data 

across the doctor, patient, and the cloud in real-time. The 

proposed framework includes smart devices which are 

facilitated with responsive user interfaces which keep the 

patients and doctors in complete control of the smart system 

while maintaining efficient data communication and security. 

This paper also compares the latency delay between IoT 

devices and cloud, also between IoT devices and edge devices. 
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